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Dr. Sawrey opened the forum by welcoming the faculty and introducing Dr. Stephen 
McFarland and Lisa Castellino who presented the results of the Collegiate Learning 
Assessment Fall 2007 Institutional Report.  While our incoming freshmen SAT scores are 
going up, the Collegiate Learning Assessment shows that the analytical writing task 
scores are well below the performance level expected based on the SAT scores for the 
300 UNCW incoming freshmen sampled for this study. 
 
Dr. Sawrey reviewed the UNCW Basic Studies program from 1986 through the Basic 
Studies Task Force fall 2006 proposal approved by the Faculty Senate along with a 
review of the Basic Studies Faculty Senate-approved add-on courses. He noted that a 
Basic Studies Committee challenge is that the students must complete essentially the 
same 36 hours of courses in place since 1986 plus 30 additional hours of new Basic 
Studies requirements along with the requirements for their major. 
 
He reviewed the Basic Studies Task Force and Basic Studies Committee time line and 
presented some national trends in General Education: a  pedagogical shift if from 
“teaching centered” to “learning centered”, development of thematic rather than 
disciplinary focuses, blurring lines between General Education curricula and the major, 
and emphasis on learning fundamental intellectual skills.  He handed out the ‘Essential 
Learning Outcomes’ from the College Learning for the New Global Century report 
published by the AAC&U in 2007 and displayed the UNC Tomorrow Commission Final 
Report ‘Critical Knowledge and Skills for Global Competitiveness’ to define those 
fundamental skills.    
 
Dr. Sawrey mapped the Basic Studies Committee’s four core learning outcomes to the 
Basic Studies Task Force’s seven essential learning outcomes to show that all of the 
original outcomes were included in the new list. 
 
He then passed around the University Studies house model.  He explained how the 
Capstone Course concept had changed from the Basic Studies Task Force proposal which 
had been planned to add diversity by having twelve students in the class being in the 
major and twelve students outside the major.  While this was a great idea, the Basic 
Studies Committee couldn’t work out the logistics from a practical standpoint so the 
Basic Studies Committee is recommending either a Capstone Course in the major if the 
department offers one or a general Capstone Course for those departments that do not 
offer a specific course.  
 
Dr. Sawrey then began talking about the Foundations courses which will be taken early in 
the student’s career.  He noted that the Writing requirement is now six hours because it 



has been said that our students need to improve their writing skills.  The Foreign 
Language requirement is to be fluent to the 201 level.  The Wellness hours will be 
increased from two to three hours.  The First Year Seminar will remain as proposed by 
the Basic Studies Task Force with a mandatory three hour course.   
 
A faculty member asked if everything that was ‘planted’ in the Foundations would ‘grow 
up’ into the columns of the model.  Dr. Sawrey agreed that that was indeed the plan since 
the Basic Studies program is moving from a two-year program to a four-year program.   
 
A faculty member asked if there were zero credit hour requirements so that one course 
could satisfy two requirements such as the Oral Competency and Computer Competency 
courses.  Dr. Sawrey said the committee felt that shouldn’t be done because of the current 
concerns with the zero credit hour course requirements where the requirements are well 
covered in some departments but not in others. 
 
A faculty member asked if students could take multiple courses in the same box.  Mark 
Spaulding suggested adding limits to the number of courses that could be taken in each 
box.  Dr. Gurganus informed the forum that the model is moving to a thematic approach 
and that the four outer boxes of the model grew from the current Basic Studies program.  
Dr. Sawrey clarified that to make the themes interdisciplinary, a student will take one 
course in each of the six boxes and a second course in three of the four outer boxes to 
make the connections more obvious to our students. 
 
Dr. Sawrey described the columns as an approach to integrate the extra and co-curricular 
experiences within the curriculum.  He explained each column’s role in the overall 
program and felt it would be nice to give the students credit for all the work they are 
doing. 
 
Dr. Gould felt the English Department had not been included in the decision making 
process for the Foundations English requirement.  Dr. Sawrey listed the opportunities 
where the English Department had been invited to share their views with the Basic 
Studies Committee including the November 8 Basic Studies Writing Faculty Forum.  Dr. 
Gould went on to say that the Basic Studies Task Force Proposal was approved by 
acclamation by the Faculty Senate so did not understand why the proposal was changed.  
He said it would be an enormous change in departmental plans to conduct classes with 18 
students versus the current 25 students and asked how the committee planned to provide 
the resources. 
 
A faculty member asked if Writing Across the Curriculum, WAC, had been removed 
from the Basic Studies program as it didn’t appear in the model.  Mark Cox replied that 
WAC had not been eliminated but remains an important part of the core structure; it just 
doesn’t show up on this model.  He also said that the writing intensive guidelines have 
not changed from the Basic Studies Task Force proposal.  Another faculty member 
responded that she was pleased that WAC will be continued.   
 
A discussion followed as to the need for one or more writing courses for our students. 



 
A Music Department faculty member noted that he was surprised that the Oral 
Competency course was handled differently in different departments and thought there 
needs to be a more rigorous system to evaluate the courses.  Dr. Sawrey agreed.  The 
faculty member added that, as we look at the cross discipline structure, we all must work 
together.  He asked if double dipping would be allowed between Basic Studies courses 
and major courses so it wouldn’t take Music majors five years to graduate. Dr. Sawrey 
responded that the practice doesn’t go away with this model. 
 
A faculty member asked if current Basic Studies courses would be grandfathered into the 
new plan.  Dr. Sawrey answered that the boxes would be filled from scratch.   The faculty 
member was glad to hear that because otherwise it would be just moving the hours 
around to the new model. 
 
Dr. Sawrey alleged that the Connections will give interesting results when faculty begin 
to work together to interact with scholarly collaboration.  He hopes this will stimulate 
new and fresh ideas.  Mark Spaulding said the Basic Studies Committee will be 
developing guidelines for those courses and will be asking “What do we want the course 
to do?”  A faculty member commented that the Cornerstone Learning Communities are a 
good place to get the Connections going and that we need to set the tone to make it work.  
 
Dr. Rorer noted that the boxes are referencing major changes to the Basic Studies 
program that offers flexibility to our students and that we will see changes on campus.  
He asked the faculty to step away from their turf so we can create a learning experience 
for our students.  He noted that the arguments at this forum are about the numbers which 
are relatively inconsequential and that we need to look at the outcomes because this is a 
great opportunity.  He added that if faculty could get behind a model like this then the 
Chancellor and Provost would be supportive as well.  He asked the faculty to look at 
what it will mean to our students, not our departments. He said that it will not be easy but 
we can make it work. 
 
Dr. Gould answered that, unfortunately, the English Department had not been given the 
resources.  Dr. Rorer observed that the English Department faculty members were 
dismissing the whole Basic Studies plan or ‘house’ because they were unhappy with one 
‘brick’ in the house and asked them to look at the whole structure rather than just the 
Foundations Writing component.  Another discussion ensued.  Dr. Rorer than asked the 
English faculty members if the Foundations Writing ‘brick’ was changed from six hours 
to three hours for the sake of argument, could they support the program.  All agreed that 
they could. 
 
Dr. Sawrey concluded the forum at 5:03 pm.  
 
 
 
 
 


